Karl Dubost: Browser regression and tools [2]

In simplified terms, there is a regression when a code used to work and is not working properly after a specific release. For websites, a webpage would stop having the right behavior after updating to a new version of the browser.

Firefox Relay is Now Out of Beta & Adds New Premium Plan to Help Protect Your Real Email Address - It's FOSS News [3]

Firefox Relay aims to help you protect your real email address by providing email aliases.

While good options like Simplelogin, and AnonAddy already exists, Mozilla's Firefox Relay can encourage more users to use email aliases.

For a while, it was in the beta phase with limited access to features. Now, as per the official announcement, it is available for all users, out of beta, and introduces a premium plan to unlock all features.


If you're a fan of Firefox Relay, you may have been waiting for the day when you can add more aliases. After a long wait, you can now celebrate because we're launching Firefox Relay Premium today.

As a refresher, Firefox Relay is a free service available at relay.firefox.com where you'll get...
five email aliases to use whenever you sign-up for an online account. Today, Firefox Relay is launching as a premium subscription where you can unlock unlimited aliases and additional features.